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Abstract
Surfactant protein A (SP-A) is the major pmtein component of pulmonary surfaetant, a material that reduces surface tension at the air-water interface m lungs. This
reduction is achieved by forming a phospholipid manolayer. Formation of the m a n e
layer

rs

thought to proceed via an intermed~atestructure, tubular myelin, in which

iipid biiayers are arranged in a lattice of tubes. The minimum requirement for formatton of tubular myelin tn vitm appears to be the saturated lipid dipalmitoylphosphatidylchoiine (DPPC), anionic lipid egg-pho~phatidyiglyeeroi
(PG), the hydrophe
bic protein SP-B, and the hydrophiiic protein SP-A SP-A is an oetadecamer which
is thought to interaet with the biiayer surfaee through its carbohydrates recognition domain (CRD). The interaction of SP-A with DPPC/egg-PG b~isyers,in the
presence of d c i u m and with or without SP-B, has been studied using deutelium
NMR observations of chain and headgroup deuterated DPPC in protein-lipid mixtures. While the DPPC-de2/egg-PGbilayers liquid crystal-to-gel phase transition was
found to pmceed continuously m the presence of only SP-A, it wss relatively sharp

m the presence of SP-A and SP-B. SP-A alone rrduces the first spectral moment MI
for DPPC-da2/egg-PG bilsyers in the gel phase. When it is incorporated wnth SP-B
into the DPPGda2/egg-PG bilayers the first spectral moment, M I ,
was found, in the
gel phase, to be higher than for the protein-free lipid mixture. These observations
suggest that SP-A alone does not remove the effect of egg-PG on the DPPC biiayers

and, hence, it baa no specific interartion with either lipid campanent of the mixture.
The r e m o d of the effect of egg-PG on DPPC bilayem by SP-A and SP-B together
suggests that SP-B may have a preferential interaction with egg-PG or that both proteins interact in a cooperatme manner with the egg-PG. lk~ransverserelaxation time

(Tz.)studies suggest that SP-A influenc~sslmv lipid motions in the liquid crystalline
phase. DPPC headgroup studies showed that the presence of SP-A reduces the size
of the B quadrupole splitting8 while the a quadrupole splitting8 remains unchanged.
T h b was found t o be mnsistent with the i n m in area per lipid and, a t the same
time, with a deerease in the headgroup orientational order resulting from interaction
with SP-A. Taken together, these o h r v a t i o n s are consistent with the expectation
that SP-A interacts primarily a t the bilayer surface.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Pulmonary Surfactant System

Pulmonary surfactant b

a

complex mixture of surface actwe phospholipids and me-

eifie proteins, wnthesized and secreted by alveolar type I1 cells [I]. Pulmonary surfactant reduces the surface tension of the air-vater intwface a t the alveolar surface
and hence prwents alveolar collapse. This reduction is achieved by forming a stable
monolayer or film of surfactant phospholipids [I-31. A lack of surfsetant causes a
disturbance in alveolar gar exchange. This can he seen in premature infants suffering
from respiratory dbtrem syndrome (RDS), a major cause of nmnatal death 111. Pulmonary surfactant, paeked into Lamellar bodies, goes through several transformations
before it adsorbs a t the air-mter i n t e r i m as a manolayer. In order to get a clear wr
derstand~ngof the system and questions addressed in this work, a brief review of the
composition of the surfadant system and the physioio&.l roles of surfsetant proteins
are presented here. The remainder of this chapter concentrates on previous deuterium

nuclear magnetle resonance l2H-NMR) studies of the phospholipid/surfaetant-P~~teii
system that serve to introduce the present work.
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1.1.1 Composition of Surfactant
Pulmonary surfactant is composed of two main components: lipids and surfactantspeelfie proteins [1,4]. Lipids m o u n t for apprmimately 90% of surfactant m m .
Of surfactant lipids, 80 - 90% are phosphohprds. Other lipids that are found inelude cholesterol, triaeylglyceral, and free fatty ildds. Phoephatidylcholine (PC) is
ident~fieda the mast abundant component of surfactant and

IS

always found m a

quantity of 70-80% of the total amount of phospholipids. Appmximately 60-701 of
PC is saturated, especialb in the dipalmitoyiate form (DPPC), which accounts for
about 50% of total sudaetant lipids. DPPC is the major surfacbanive component.
The disaturated nature of DPPC enables surfactant to withstand very high surfam
premure, and this is thought t o prevent the coilapse of the alveoli and conducting
air ways [l-31. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic s-filling

representation of DPPC.

The acidtc phospholipxds, phosphatidylglycerol (PC) and pho~phatidylinoeitol(PI)
comprise approximately 8.15% of the total surfaetant phoepholipids in most species.
The remaining phospholipids in surfactant are phoephatldylethanolmine (PE) snd
phosphatidylserine (PS), which are present in rather small amounts 141.
Although most of surfactant consmts of lipids, it also contains approximately 10%
pratetns Four s u r f a c t a n e ~ o c i a t e dproteins have been identified and they can be
dwided into two groups. the hydrophlllc surfactant pmteins SP-A and SP-D, and
hydrophobic proteins SP-B and SP-C [1,4,5,7l. SP-D, with a mass of 43 kDa, is
the largpst surfactant protein. I t is probably made up of a t least four discrete structural domaios [6,7]. SP-D does not seem to have a role in the classical Bnetion of
surfactant. Mast putative functions d-nbed

so fsr are related to lung host defense

[7,81.

SP-B is a 17.4 kDs hydmphobie protein of 79 ammo acid residues,

!mown

far its

Figure
1.1: Schsch~ch~c
sp-filLiog

represereset~tonof dipaidtoylph~~photidylch~ne

(DPPC). DPPC is zwitterionic with a temporary dipole.
e
form a unique disulfide pattern of
high eystaine content [8,9].The ~ y s t e i ~residues
three intramolecular disulfide bonds and one intermolecular disulfide bond, which stabilize the pmtein and produce a dirneric form of SP-B 18,g]. The secondary structure
of SP-B is mainly n-helical [lo].The helices have ao amphipathie character. SP-C
is the s m d e s t surfactant protein of 35 amno acid residues with appsrent molecular

weight of 4.2 kDa 191. The protein is extremely hydrophobic, and is characterized
by a high content of d i n e residues. Two thirds of the protein consi~tof a cantinuous hydrophobic

and the secondary structurr of this part of the protein is il

regular n-helix [Ill, whuhlch is able to span a DPPC bileyer [12-141.

SP-A, which is the main subject of this work, wns the fint surfactant protein

Figure 1.2: Schematic strudure of SP-A Six SP-A trimers assomated to form a flower
bouqueelike structure.
t o be identified, and is also the major pmtein component of pu1mona.q surfactant
[5, 6,15,16]. Human SP-A pmtein is encoded by two genes,SP-A1 and SP-A2, which

are !X% ident~calin nucleotlde sequence and 96% identical in amino acid sequence
[17-191. In the lung alveolus, human SP-A forms trimers that are thought t o he
composed af t m SP-A1 molecules and one SP-A2 m o l ~ u l e118-201 As depicted m
figure 1.2, the native SP-A pmtein is made up of d x SP-A trimers that form a "Rower
bouquet"-like structure with

monomeric

molecular mass of 28-36 kDa [20]. The d e

dueed primary structure of SP-A protein consists of four domains: an amino-terminal
acid domain, a collagenous domain, a neck domain, and a C-termtnal globular earbohydrate recognition domsln (CRD). The amino-terminal of the SP-A molecule is
a short peptide of 7 amino acids, with a eysteine residue a t pasition 6 that aids in

the formation of interehain disulfide bonds between SP-A molecules The collagenous
domain of human SP-A is a 73-amino acid collagen-hke segment, containing a series
of 23 glycin-X-Y tr~peptiderepeats, with Y most often being a hydroxyproline and
X being any amino acid [17].Cysteine residues involved in SP-A trimer formallon are
also found in this region.

An interruption oecun after the 13th glyeine-X-Y tripeptide

repeat in SP-A, with a proline residue inserted that introduces a flexible kink in the
collagen region. This kink causes the trimem t o bend outward in different directions,
riving the mhture SP-A octadeeamer a f l o w bouquet appearance [20]. The neck

region of SP-A consists of a short sequence of hydrophobic residues and an amphipathic helix, whereas the CRD contains a calcium-dependent carbohydrate b i d i n g
site [Zl]. Several studies indicate that SP-A, in the presence of Caz+, interacts with
phosphotidylchoiine hilayen through its globular CRD [22,233.

1.1.2

Role of Surfactant Proteins

Pulmonary surfanant is synthesized by alveolar type I1 cell?. Surfactant material is
stored within these cells in subeellular orgsnelles called "lamellar hodies"[l,4,24,25]
These lamellar bodies contain almost all of the surfactant components and, hence, the
release of the lamellar bodies may he regarded as equivalent to surfectant secretion
11,241
After the lamellar bodies are synthesized and secreted by alveolar type I1 cell?,
the material in the form of biiayers is believed to assume a geometric lattice-like
structural morphology hewn a9 tubular myelin [1,25,26]. This structure contains
elongated tubes which form a square lattice. Tubular myelin is thought t o retain surfactant phospholip~dsm the alvealus untll they spread into the monolayer that lines
tho alveolus. Pulmonary surfactant components (lipids and proteins) must interact

CHAPTER1. INTRODUCT~ON
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in a very specific way t o generate these properties. It is known that the interaction
of surfactant proteins with lipid mixtures in lung surfactant has an important role in
forming the monolayer which decreases the surface tension of the material lining the
alveoli 114, 251. This monolayer is highly enriched in DPPC which enables surfactant
t o redun the surface tension a t the air-water interface of the alveoli. PG ha^, been
reported to have a actual physiological function in surfactant, which would be to

facilitate the spreading and adsorption of the DPPC manolayer a t the air-water interface [27]. The particular role of the other llpid components remain uncertain. The
filnctiona of the surfactantmociated proteins have been proposed based on many
experimental results obtained by using a variety of techniques including transmir
sion electmn microscopy (TEM) [22,26,28], single particle electron crystallography
1231, electron microscopy 129-311, epifluoresence miwoscopy 1321, rhomboid surface
balance 133,341, and fluorenee studies 135-371. Excellent reviews of all functions
of the surfactat-associated pmtelns are avsillable [1,5,38].

The hydrophobic proteins SP-B and SP-C have been reported t o enhance the adsorption and surface tension-lowering properties of surfactant phospholipids required

for normal lung function [39,40]. SP-D is the most recently discovered pulmonary
surfactant protein, and its functional properties in the surfactat system are not yet
clesr. As pointed out above, most proposed functions for SP-D are related to lung
host defense.
The properties and putative functions of the hydraphilic protein SP-A have been
studied more extensively than those of the other surfactant proteins [18,22,23,26,2833,38,41-441 SP-A in the presence of Caw, is crucial in the conversion of pulmonary
surfactant Lamellar bodies into tubular myelin [26,28,29,41]. I t has also been detected
in the corners of the square lattice in the cro-ection

of the tubular myelin &ad

along the edges of its longtudinal u i c [26,41]. n b u l a r myelin is thought t o be an

important intermediate lipid form that s essential for efficient interconvemion of the
secreted lamellar bodies t o the surfactant film that lines the alveoli. Suzuki et el.
1291 ran recombination experiments using synthetic lipids with extraned SP-A and

SP-B proteins, and have shown that the minimum compositional requirement for the
observation of tubular myelin m vitm wss the presence of SP-A, SP-B, DPPC, PG,
and caletum. The number of lattice structures formed were found to be dependent on
the amount of both types of proteins. The p m n w of only one of the proteins was
insufficient to form latttce structure. A study by Williams et 01. 1301 shows that a
combination of SP-A and SP-B in DPPCJegg-PG bilayem results in reorganization of
same the lipid into tubular myelm SP-B and SP-C alone or in combination, a well
as an SP-AJSP-C combination, had no effect on the structure of the lipid mixture. In
this study, SP-A alone favored lipid aggregation but did not allow the tubular myelin
to form. It is po~siblethat, rather than simply promoting tubular myelin formation,
SP-A is an essential component for its formation
A second physiological function of SP-A is thought t o be surfactant homeostasis.
This putative function of SP-A has been suggested because the protein modulates
the uptake and secretion of phospholipids by isolated alveolar type I1 cells m v i t m
1381. Hawgood et el. 1421 have shown that SP-A interacts with SP-B in a cooper-

ative manner t o further enhance phospholipid adsorption. Thin layer chromatography and fluoresence studies have shown that SP-A binds avidly t o DPPC but lem
strongly t o P G 135,431. SP-A binding t o phospholipids bas been shown to be ealeiumindependent. These properties may be important for enriching the surface monolayer
with DPPC dunng hydrophobic surfactant protein-induced insertion of phospholipids
into the monolayem.
Other putatlve functions of SP-A include enhancement of the biological activity of
phaspholkpid extracts and binding of complex carbohydrates. Various studies suggest

that SP-A is involved in innate immune response in the lung via its ability t o bknd
various pathogens including viruses, bacteria, fungi, and particulates such as pollen
grains and mite allergens [381. For more details about SP-A's functions, the reader
can refer to [I,5,381

1.2 Previous 2H-NMR Studies of Phospholipids/
Surfactant-ProteinInteraction
The presence of a predominantly DPPC surfaetant monolayer a t the air-water interface within alveoli significantly reduces mhtanee to lung inflation an a result of
surface tension.

The function and eomposrtlon of pulmonary surfactant and the

structure of lung surfactant proteins have been reviewed in the previous sections.
Surfactant material, in the form of lamellar bodies, is secreted into the aqueous layer

by type11 pneumocytes in the alveolar wall. Maintenace of surfaetsnt function re
quires the rapid spreading of materid into the monolayer whm lung volume is high
a d , presumably, refinement of the monolayer to its DPPCenriehed state an lung
wlume decreases [I-3,251 The transformation from lamellar body t o monolayer, an
mentioned previody in this chapter, appears t o proceed via a lome arrangement of
b~layerspaekod in an unusual form, tubular myelin. The charged lipids, hydrophilie
surfactant protein SP-A, hydrophobic surfactat proteins SP-B and SP-C, and Cali
in the aqueous phsse appear t o contribute t o the rapid spreading of the monolayer
from its precursor material [1,3,25,29,30,45,461.
It is still not clear haw the surfactant proteins specifically partlclpate in the t r a n e
formation of lamellar body material into an effective surfactant monolayer Reorgs,
naatron of the surfactant material on thls scale is a very interesting manifestation of

lipid-protein interaction Studies aumed a t prob'mg this interactmn through the effect
of the surfaetant proteins an bilayei properties haw been carried out using a variety
of t d n i q u e s including Raman and infrared spect-opy

147.491, Ruoreseenee stud-

les [36,37], differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [50.51], electron spin m n a n c e

(ESR) [46,52], rhomboid surfme balance [33,34], epifluarenence microscopy 1321, and
ZH-NMRspeetrweopy [10,12,31,51,53,54]. In thisseetion, previous 2H-NMRstudies
of phospholipid/surfactant protein interactions are reviewed.

In liquid-crystal-phase multilameliar vesicles, the %NMR spectrum of a chain
deuteron is an axially symmetric Pake doublet split by an m o u n t that depends on
the extent t o which the interaction between the nuclear quadrupole moment and the
electric field gradient of the bond is averaged by reorientation ( %NMR thwry will
be revkewed m detail in the next chapter) The orientational order parameter, ScD,
for an individual deuteron is given by 1581:

where BCD is the angle between the C-'H bond and the bilayer nonnal, and the
average is taken ovsr conformati~nssampled by the molecule as it rwrients. For
a chain-perdeuterated lipid, the weighted mean splittmg, or first ~ p e d r a lmoment
(M,), is proportional ta the mean orientatlonal order parameter for the chain. M,
incresses discontinuously a t the liquid crystal to gel transition of a single component
phospholipid bilayer and can thus be used to charaeter~zebilayer phase behaviour as
well as the perturbation of chain order by protein within the gel or liquid-crystalline
phase.
In2H-NMR studies, aquadmpole ehosequenee isusu~1Iyused The characteristic
trme for the decay of the quadrapole echo with increasing pulse separation is the
transverse relaxation time, Th.This decay is sensitive t o motions th&t reorient the

chain segment or the whole molecule on a time scale comparable with the inverse
of the spectral width

(w

10.' s). Such motions might include slow eonformational

changes in the molecule, the eolleetlve motion of the bilayer as a whole, and d i h i o o
of the molecule along a curved bilayer surface [59].Such slow motions appear to be
particularly sensitive t o the m e i a t i o n of protein with the bilayer [Ml].

'H-NMR has been used to study the effect of porcine SP-C protein on phase b b
haviour and on the chain orientational order of chain-perdeuterated DMPC (DMPCd8&)1511.I t was found that, a t a concentration of 8% (wjw), SP-C had no noticeable
effeet on aeyl chain orientational order in the liquid-crystalline phase The phase
change from liquid crystal to gel was found to proceed continuously at this SP-C concentration. The gel-phase order, as indicated by first spectral moments, was found t o
be lower in the presence of SP-C. The protein had no significant effect on the spin-

lattice relaxation of cham deuterons, w h ~ hwas taken as an indication that SP-C
did not perturb the conformat~onalchanges on the time s d e of the inverse Lamor
frequency (lo-'

-

10-'a).

SP-C was also found to lower the transverse relaxation

time in the liquid-crystalline phase and fiatten the temperstur~dependenceof the
transverse relaxatton time in the gel phase
Dico et or 1531 have studied the effect of SP-C on the biayer properties in binary
mia-

of DPPCjDPPG bilayers, and in the corresponding single lipid DPPC and

DPPG h~lsyen. SP-C was found t o have a similar effect on the chain order and
phase behaviour of phospholipid bilayers with a single lipid component. In gel phase
DPPCjDPPG (73) bilayea with one or the other lipid component chain perdeuterated, SP-C was found to affect the first spectral moment more strongly for DPPGds2
than far DPPC-&., which ma attributed to SP-C having Bome preferential inter=t ~ o nwith the negatively chsrged lipid DPPG SP-C, in the absence of Ca2+, was also
found in thts study to influence motions responsible far deuteron transverse relaxation
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time in both the gel and liquid-crystalline phase. In the gel phase, Ca2+ appeared to
remove the ability of SP-C to ~nfluencetransverse relaxation. Another study focused

on the perturbation ofphoapholipid headgoup conformation by SP-C. Mormw et ol.
[I21 found that the a d d d ~ o nof SP-C to the bilayer of DPPC deuterated a t the a and 4
positions of the cboline headgroup (DPPC-dr) deerease a deuteron quadrupole splitting and, to a much lesser extent, increase 4 splitting. By cornpanson with previous
m u l t s 155,561,the authorj 1121 attributed this t o the tilting of the headgroup dipole
away fmm the the bilayer surface. It har been also demonstrated that a splitting ~s
significantly more sensitive to changes in SP-C eoncentratron than was

4 splitting.

This was taken as s rdection of competition between charge-induced headgroup tilt
and a change in the 0-4 torsional angle in responee to a change in sterie constraints
in the headgroup region of the bilayer [IZ].

The effect of pulmonary surfsetant-assaeiated protein SP-B on phospholipid bib
layer properties has also been studied ustng 'H-NMR spectroscopy [lo, 541. Synthetic
SP-B wss found to shghtly increase acyl chain orlentational order nn Itquid-crystalline
phase DPPC-dm bilayers, while its effect oo gel phase chain order was neglegible [10].
As in the ease ofsynthetle SP-B in DPPC-d, [10], porcine SP-B, for concentrations

up t o IO%(w/w), war found to have little effect on aeyl chain orientational order
in liquid-crystdine phase D P P G d , and DPPC/DPPG&z (7:3) bilayem 1541. SP-B

war also found t o strongly perturb chain deuteron t r a n s e m relaxation in the liquid
crystdine aod gel p k s of DPPC/DPPG-&

(73) [54].

A series of experiments in a recent study have examined the orientationd order and dynamics of deuteriwn-labeled phospholipids having SP-A and SP-B that
display some tubular myelin organization [3l]. This study showed that the liquidcrystalline t o gel p h m transition in a DPPC-&/egg-PGjSP-AISP-B mixture occurs
a t a slightly lower temperature and is slightly bmadened than in D P P G & alone.
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The transition remains relatively sharp far bath DPPC-d.,/egg-PGISP-AISP-B and
DPPGd&P-AISP-B

mixtures which is consistent with the previously reported ef-

fect of SP-B, at concentrations up to about Il%(w/w), on the transition 1541. This
eontrssts with the continuous phase change that was found in bilayers containing SPC 1601. For both of the protsn-liptd mixtures mentioned above, d o deeay times in
the liquid-cryotalline phase were found to be significantly shorter than in the absence
of protein 1311. While Dico et d. 1541 have shown that the SP-B m DPPC/DPPG
(7.3) interacts emilarly with PC and PG, observstlons of DPPC/PG/SP-A/SP-B
mixtures hydrated in the presence of Cast s u m t e d a stronger interactxon of protein
with PG than with PC 1311.
Taken together, these *H-NMR results show that the hydrophobic proteins SP-

B and SP-C have no significant effect on chain arientational order in the liquidcrystalline phase of phospholipid biiayers. Both proteins l m r transverse relaxation
time, Txr,
in both the liquid crystal and gel phases. The observation that in the liquid
crystalline-phase the hydrophobic proteins reduce Tzrwithout effecting MI indicates
that these proteins influence slow lipid motions.

1.3

Objective of this Work

The interaction ofsurfaetant proteins with DPPC has been studied in phospholtpids
mixtures that display some tubular organization and m subsets of those mixtures.
Eienron microscopic studies by Suzuki et ol 1291 and by Williams et d. 1301 have
shown that SP-A and SP-B, in the presence of Ca2+, interaet with DPPC/egg-PG
bilsyer to form tubular myelm structure. The presence of only one of these proteins
was not sufficient for tubular myelin formation. Reeent *H-NMR experiments 1311

haw studied the interaction of surfanant proteins SP-A and SP-B wrth DPPCjegg-
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PG bilayer. This study focused an the effect of SP-A and SP-B together, in the
presence of Ca2+, on the DPPCJegg-PG biiayw properties. The present work is
focused on the effect of SP-A alone, m the presence of Ca2+, on the properties of
DPPCJcgg-PG b'ilayem. In this work, we address the following questions:

How does the hydraphilie protein SP-A perturb bilayer order, phase behaviour

.

and dynamics ?
Does SP-A have an effect an the way m which SP-B interacts wlth the bilayer ?

To address these questions, the lateraction of SP-A protein with DPPC/egg-PG
bllayers was lnvestlgated in the gel and Itquid-crystalline phase by wing =H-NMR
speetmseopy of chain and choline deuterated DPPC. The protein-lipid interaction is
probed by means of observable 'H-NMR parameters which are sensitive to molecular
motions and reorientations. One of the studies described examines how SP-A, in the
presence of Ca2+ ions and with or without SP-B, affects the orientational order, phase
behaviour and dynamics of the acyi chains of DPPC. The second study looks a t how
SP-A interacts with the bilayer headgroup region Baned on the results, we wk how
and where this protein interacts wlth the bilayer.

Chapter 2
2

~

Theory-

~

~

Bilayers of pulmonary surfaetant, a complex mixture of lipids and protems, are a n
example of a partially ordered system. In such systems, the molecular motions are
generally anisotropic. Tho orientation dependent interactions, such as anisotropic

-

chemical shift, dipole - dipole and quadrupale interactions are only partially averaged by the motions. Any external effect, such

temperature or sddition of other

r
cao
components to the system, which may induce a change m the m o l ~ u l a motions
be detected by probing the relevant interactions by means of solid state NMR. 2HNMR is one method which has provided some powrful tools for the study of partially
ordered systems 158-721. This chapter treats the fundamental theory behind 'H-NMR
speetrmeopy. The theory underlying the splitting of the Zeeman energy levels by the
quadrupole interaction is first developed in the absence of the molecular motions.
The expression of the quadrupole splitting is then expanded t o account for motions
which modulate the spectrum. The quadrupole echo and techniques for orextractlng
structural and dynamic properties are bnefly revxewed here.
The principle of NMR can be described b r i d y as follow Atomic nuclei with
intrinsic spin h a v e s magnetic moment. In the presence of a magnetlc field the n u d w
14

magnetization preeemes about that field with frequency that depends upon magnetic
&Id and the magnetic moment of the nucleus. Application of a current oscillating
a t this characteristic frequency to a coil onented perpendicular M the applied field
can tip the nuclear magnetization away from the applied field. If the duration of
this radio-frequency pulse is selected to leave the nuclear magnetization precessing
in the plane perpendicular to the applied field, the precessing magnetization can be
detected v ~ sthe oscillating voltage induced in the coil. This effect is called nudear
magnetic resonance and information about the emimnment of the nudear spin is
obtained fmm the perturbst~onof the precession f ~ q u e n e yFor a spin-l nucleus, such

as deuterium, the precession is perturbed by the orientation-dependent quadrupole
mteraction. Informstton about the motion of the deutersted moleeule is obtained
fmm the extent t o which this interaction is averaged by that motion.

2.1

The Electric Quadrupole Interaction

In deuterium NMR ('R-NMR) experiments, a hydrogen atom can be substituted by
a deuterium atom in a number of organic molecules being studied without changing
the chem~caland b~ochemiealproperties of the compound. The 'H nucleus possess~s
spin angular moment I=l and a small electric quadrupole moment

Q= +2.875 x lo-*

barus [57].
The total Hamlltonian of s spm-1 system in a magnetic field can be generally
written as

W=Hz+Hg+Wo+Wc
where

(2.1)

W z is the Zeeman interaction, W0 is the quadrupole interaction, N o is the

dipolarinteraction, and W c is the chemicalshift interaction. Thedipolarand chemical
mteractions are much smaller than quadrupole interaction, and i t is thus paesible M
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neglect them and treat the =Hnucleus as an isolated spm-1 nucleus. Marwver, the
electric quadnrpole moment is small enough that the quadrupole interaction can be
treated as a first order perturbation on Zeeman interaction in a magnetic field (3.5 T
hnd 9 4 T i n our lab.).
The Hamiltonian of Equation (2.1) then reduces t o

The Zeeman interaction describes the interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment

p with magnetic field H.. Consider an ensemble of N deuterons

in a magnetic field

H
.
1
1 Z. In the absence of any electric field gradient a t the nucleus, the Zeeman
interadion splits the ground state nuclear energy levels of the system as shown in
figure 2.1. The Zeeman Hamiltonian in this case is

where y is the gyromagneticratio, w. ( = y H. ) is the Larmor frequency and Iz is the
veomponent of the spin angular moment. The allowed value of I
,are m = -1,0,1,
and the energy of the interaction is

For a nucleus with an electme quadrupole moment, as is the case for the deuterium
nucleus, an electric b l d gradient, eq, s t the site of the nucleus m a l t s in a shift of
these nuclear Zeeman energy levels [61] The electric field gradient arises from the
electronic charge distribution of the atom or molecule containing the nudeus. If
we use V(?J for the potential due t o thia charge distribution and p(?) for the nuclear
charge distribution, the energy Eof the interaction of the nucleus with its surrounding
electric charge, can be written as [61]

E =Jp(i1v(qd~;

(2.51

-

-+w+

Figure 2.1: Splitting of the Zeeman energy lwels by the quadrupole lnteraetion.
where the integral is over the nuclear volume.
Starting wdh equation (2.5), the shift ofthe Zee-

energy levels can be evaluated

by expanding the electric potential V(FJ in a Taylor's serie. It can be shown, then,
that the electric quadrupole intersrtlon energy is given by [61,62]

~cv,,

where z,

(rr = 1 , 2 , 3

EQ =
JzeZap(i)d*~
2 -6
) stands for z, y, or I respectively The quantity
V,# =

E
)_
az.8~~
-

is a symmetric traeelm second order tensor, called the electric field gradient

(2.6)

(2.7)

(EFG)

tensor.
Utilizing the definition of the quadruwlole moment
Qae = / ( 3 s a z o - 6.ar2)pMdJ?

(2.8)

t h electric
~
quadrupde interaction energy is thus given by 161,621

E4 = ~ c v = ~ Q . B .

(2.9)

We have, then, a quadrupole term for the Hamiltonian '?lo given by the scalar pmduct
of EFG tensor with the quadrupole moment tensor. D i f e m t fomulat~onsof thla
product are possible, the most convenient being 1621

X

a 61(zI
= - L ~ v e ~ [ ~ ( ' e+ 'I ~B I S )- 6
dl

(2.10)

where I is the spin angular momentum. Thii quadrupole Hamiltonian can be erpressed in the principal axes system of the EFG tensor. Since the electric field
gradient has a preferential dbmtion, it is appropriate to introduce an asymmetry
parameter
q=V--v,,

V,,
rdeeting the relative contribution of the diagonal elements V,, Vw, ,
.
V of the EFG
tensor. Then the quadrupole Hamiltonian is 161,621

The principal axes system of the electric field gradient need not coincide with the
laboratory system defined by the direction of the maguetie field Ho.
Thus, in order
to see the effect of this Hamiltonian on the Zeeman enegy levels, we mud make a
transfonnatlon of

EFG from its princrpal axes system to the laboratory frame. This

is conveniently done using the Wigner rotation matrix in the spherical coordinate
system, to get the Hamiltonian in the laborataty frame as 1581

so that, to first order, the quadrupole interhction shifts the Zeeman energy levels by
the amount

F~~~~~
2.2: (&) G?H bond orientation

where the Euler angles a and

(b) ~ ~ l i tfor
t ~single
~ g deuteron.

4 speelfy the orientation

of the EFG principal axes in

the laboratory frame. As a result, the energy levels corresponding t o rn = +I are
shifted " p a r d by sn amount

and the energy lwei corresponding tom = 0 is shifted domward by an amount 2A
The shifted lweis are shown m figure 2.1 (right). The resultant energy level diagram
mosist.~
of two ~ 1 1 m c dtraasitions. Instead of observ~nga singlet a t frequency vo, we

now observe s doublet which is symmetrically displaced about vo with qudrupole
splitting of [58,61]

as sham in figure Z.Z(b). The quantity

eZqQ / h

is generally referred to as the stokc

puodrupole coupling constant. For deuterons in C-=H bonds d is roughly 169 kHz 1631.

2.2

2H Quadrupolar Hamiltonian in the presence
of Molecular Motion

In the previous section, the energy levels and quadrupole ~piittingshave been delved
for localized carbondeuterium bond. However, in the presence of molecular motion,
the quadrupole splittins are modulated by the molecular motion. To obtain the
expression for this ease,it is necessary t o make the transformation from the molecule

fixed principal axes frame to the laboratory system. We first transfom from principal
a*es frame t o the bilayer fixed frame and then from the bilayer fixed frame to the
laboratory frame. In phc~phaiipidbilayers, the bilayer normal is an axis of symmetry
far molecular motion. The btlayer fixed frame is introduced such that the effect of
molecular motion can be taken into account. In thisease, n,4, and y can be chosen to
specify the Euler angles which transform fmm the principal axes Game t o the bilayer
6xed frame and a',8'. and -/ to s p e c e the Euler angles for transformation from the
bilayer fixed frame to the Laboratory frame The symmetry of the molecular motion
and that of the Laboratory frame leaves d,9,and y arbitrary and they can be set
to zem [58,61].M&ing use of this. ~t osn be shown that the quadrupole splitting in
the presence of molecular motion takes the f a m 158)

where

< - .. > indicates a time average The time average is taken because the

molecular reorientation may cause u and

6

to be time dependent. The angle

8',

defining the orientstmn of the molmlar frame with respect t o the laboratory frame
of referrnee, may often be taken as fixed. Fxgure 2.2(a) defines the onentation of the
molecular principal axes and molecular fixed f m e with respect t o the magnetic field
(laboratory frame).

Figure 2.3: Model powder spectrum for phospholipids deuterated in a single acyl
chain position. The sharp shoulders and peaks of the speetrum are bmade n d in r e d systems. The vutical Bxis is intensity.
The above analysisayumes that the NMRsample being studied i s a homogeneouslyoriented sample where d l deuteron sites have the

wne

orientation with respect to

the magnetic field, or the electric field gradient tensor has the same orientation for
all deuterium nuclei. In pntetieal situations, the orientation of the moleeulsr frame
relative t o the laboratory frame is not the same for d l deuterons in a given sample.
That is, the CaH bond vectors are not aligned parallel to each other and the orientation of the electric field gradient prineiwl a l e s system is random. Such a sample is
normally referred to as "powdei' sample. In this ease, the angle
takes all values. The different quadrupole splitting for

8' ia not

fixed, but

CJH bonds having different

orientations with respect to the magnetic field result in a powder speetral line shape
similar to that shown in fiwre 2.3.
For the specid case of an axially symmetric field gradient which h a 7 = 0, the
quadrupale splitting is [58]

This is approximately true for the C 2 H bonds in the lipid acyl chain where 4 is very
small [58,631. The quadrupole splitting is often written in terms of the orientational
order parameter (SCD, where D is for 2H) 88

where Sco is defined by 1581

When using 'H-NMR for the study d ordered, anisotropic systems in the presence of
molecular motion, one often deals with the average order parameter over all deuterated s i t e (< Sco>) which is sensitive to the p h m of the sample.

In dealing with perdeuterated samples, the method of moments is often used t o
extract information from a X N M R spectrum. For symmetric line shapes, like the

one shown In figure 2.3, the nth spectral moments of the half spectrum is described

where f(w) is the spectral intensity as a function of frequency.
The first spectral moment (MI) e directly related t o mean quadrupole splltting
(or equivalently the mean orientational order) by 1.581

The second spectral moment( M2 ) is also related to the splitting by [58]

By obtaining MI directly from a 'H-NMR spectrum, the mean quadrupole sphtting
can easily be obtained. M, gives the mean square qusdrupole spllttmg. Since M, is

directly proportional t o < Scn

> , it is useful in studying the orientational order and

phase transition which may affect this order parameter.
In the present work, the quedmpole echo technique, described below, is used t o
obtain the NMR signal or the free induction decay (FID).

2H NMR spectra were

obtained by Fourier trsns$rmation of the FID fmm which SODwas extracted. FID
will be discussed m more detail in a later setton.

2.3

The Quadrupole Echo

The NMR pulse sequence used in all experiments described hereafter is the qmdrupole
edro 1641. It consists of oKo radio frequency (rf) pulses, separated by a time iand

shifted in phase by n/2 as illustrated in figure 2.4. The quadmpole who technique
was invented to avoid the problem of the dead time m e i a t e d with receiver of the

spectrometer [61,64,65]. For high rf cox1 (Q 2 lo2), for a m p l e , it t a k several
microseconds for the signal due t o a strong RF pulse t o ring down t o the noise level.
During this time the NMR signal is obscured by the ring d m of the probe and
-not

be observed. Lowering the Q of the coil to shorten this dead time also reduces

the sensitivdy of the clrcut, and in biolo@cal membranes the signal-to-now ratlo
often is quite

low. At the same time, the in~tialpart of the signal contains d u a b l e

information about the Imeshape and ignoring this part of the slgnal would cause
spectral distortion.

A solution to this problem for a spin-1 system can be d i e d by applying a
second pulse a t time t = i after the fi1d pulse. Between the turn pulses, the spin
system dephsses and evolves freely for time t

= 7. At

time t

=r

after the second

pulse, the refocusing of all nuclear spins occurs and an echo is formed a t time t = 27
after the first pulse as illustrated in figure 2 4. If the pulse separation iis chosen such
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Figure 2.4: Quadrupale s h o pulse Squence and the echo format~on.

that the echo will occur after the receiver dead tune, und~stortedW N M R spectrum
can be obtained. The amplitude of the echo o b s e d at time 21 depends on the

molecular mottons present during this time. Therefore, the echo amplitude d e e r e m
with increasing pulse separation. The characteristic time for the echo decay is labeled

T2.,the effective transvene relaxatton time. T h ~ scan be used a3 a parameter, as will
be discugsed Later, to study the effect of external factors, such as temperature and/

or addttion ofproteln which mfluence the molecular motions [60].

2.3.1

Quadrupole Echo Formation

The quantum mechanical treatment for the qudrupole echo is conveniently done in
terms of the evolution of tho density matrix [61,64,65] fallowing the two pulses. Far
spin-1 syatem (I = 1) the timadependent density matrix a =pressed in t e r n of

nine ((21 +

3 x 3 matrices in an operator space. One particular choice, in the

rotating hame, is [61,64]

Following the notation of Davis 1611, the Bxially symmetric part of the qudrupolar
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Hamllton~angiven by Equation (2.12) can be written in terms of t h e e operators as

and the Hamiltoniao during the Fmt 90' pulse of strength w, along the y-axis, is

The initial state of a spin system considered here is that of an ensemble of Ndeutemn
nuclei allowed to come to thermal equilibrium with the lattice a t temperature T i n
strong magnetic field, H., oriented gsrsllei to the z-aJds. This state is deneribed by
the density matrix as
~ ( 0=) 1 + G ( ( l ) o s

(2.26)

C 3 ( 0 )= b o / 3 k 8 T

(2.27)

where

a d all other mefficients are zero [66]

Durlng the first 90° pulse of duration t , and strength wl,along the y-axis, the

' , given by Equation (2.25). During th$ first
system evolves under the Hsmiltonian M
pulse, the only nonzero coefficients are C L and C J . The time m l u t i o n of each a

described by corresponding Liouville equations w h m solut~ansarr
C , ( t , ) = (-fifwO/3kaT)sin(wlt,)

(2.28)

C d t J = (-fihwol3k.nT)ern(w1t~)-

This p u r of soluttons describes precession of the -tor

magnetizat~on about the

component of the d field in the rotating frame, or in operator spaee, the precession
occurs in the ( 0 1 ,O J ) plane. For a pulse such that witv = r / 2 , the rcomponent of
the magnetization a t the end of the rfpulse is rotated into the negative *&xis.
Right after the first pulse, the spin srjtem is allowed to evolve for a t i m e r under
the i d u e n e e of the quadrupolar Hamiltomian given by Equation (2.24). The nonzero

coefficients during this time period are C, and Cb. The solution of their correpoponding
L~ouvtiieequations a t time 7 takes the form
C,(T) = (fitWD/3kgT)cos(wQr)sin(wlt,)
C,(r)

(2 29)

= (flhwhw/3kBT)sin(wQi) sin(wltu).

Now the precession, under thc influence of the quadrupolar Hamiltanian, is in the
(01, Oe) plane of operator space. In the spin spaee the quadrupoiar Hamiltonian
converts the I. operator into a linear combination of I,I, and 1.1,.

The coil in a NMR experiment is perpendicular t o the magnetic field H, and can
detect the transverse magnetization M, and M,. Thus, after the first QOO pulse the
signal (m mtatimg frame) is

< M, > ,whwh is proportional to < I, >:

< I , >= flC, = (21wo/3kDT] eos(ws.r)sm(w,t,).

(2.301

This is the signal a t the be@nning of the FID foliowtng the pulse.
A second pulse of duration t = t, and strength ~ 2 this
,
time applied along the
saxis, is used to form the quadrupoiar echo, ar shown in figure 2.4. After this
second pulse the system is again allowed to evolve under the quadrupolar Hamiltonian
(Equation 2.24). Only C, and Ca are not zero and need t o he exammed. Again ?lo
canplps 0, t o Oe, but with different initid conditions foiiawing the toso s / 2 pulses:
CI(T + &I = ( f i f w o / 3 k e ~ )e o s ( w ~ r ) and

Cs(t.]

= ( - f i l w o / 3 k 6 ~ ) sin(wQr).

Finally, at time t' following the removal of the second pulse,
Cl(t) = (fi%/3kBT)

so(war] an(wQt')

+ em(wQr] eos(wQt']

(2.31)

G ( t ) = (Jlhwo/3k~T]sin(wQ~)ms(wQt']
- m(wor)sin(wQt').
From the origin of the pulse sequence t

= t'+ 7,neglecting

t, and t,, the above

equations become
c,(t) = ( f l f w O / ~ k g ~ ) ~ s ( w-Q271)
[t
C,(t)

= (-fiho/3kBT)sm(wQ[t

- 271)

(2.32)

The quadrupole signal can be obtained from the expressIan far C,:

The signal is gvmmarie about t = 27 and has a maximum a t this time. If relaxation
is neglected, the amplitude is equal t o the amplitude of the FID immediately following
the first pulse. Quadrupole echo, in thts way, reewers the FID completely in a time
2 r after the first pulse, well beyond the recovery time of the receiver and &er the

nnglng of the transmitter has ended.

2.3.2

Molecular Motions and 'H Quadrupolar Relaxation

The quadrupole eeho sequence consists of two .of2 radio frequency pulses separated
by an interval

T.

The echo is formed a t time Z i following the start of the sequence.

Molecular motions which alter the orientation-dependent quadrupale interaction during the i n t e d 2 r contribute t o the echo decay As an example, figure 2.5 shows
experimental data collected for DPPCde2/egg-PG bilayer a t 55°C. Ftgure 2.5 shows
the variat~onof quadrupolar echoes amplitude wtth the pulse spacing r.
Some mol-lac

motions that may lead t o echo decay in both gel and liquid-

crystalline phase bilayers include bilayer surface undulation 1501, drffus~onalong curved
surfaces 1681, collective bilayer modes [6q, intermolecular motions (such as chain fluctuation and m a l m l a r rotations) and intra-molecular motions (such as tmns-gauche
isomerization) [70]. A given motion,

I,

is charaeterised by a correlation time and the

apparent second moment, AM2,, of the quadrupolar Hamiltonian modulated by the
motion. The order of the magnitude of the correlation time,

i
.
,

of these motions in

the liquid-crystalline phase have been determined. The correlation ttme of bllayer
undulation is of the order of 100 w [59,65], while that of the Lateral diffusion is of
the order of 100 ma [59]. The correlation time of the eollectrve bllayer mode is also

of the order 10 ps The correlation trmes of chan rotation and Buetuatians motions
are

of the order of 10Ws [70]. Tmm-gauche isomerbation occurs a t a fmter rate and

its correlation time is of the order 10-Los 1701.
The hmitlng cases of fast and slow motions are defined in terms of the relationship
between the correlation time far the motion, r., and the reduction in the apparent
seeond moment, AM2, due t o the motion 1671. AM2 is given by

where M2 LS a full second moment of the ~nteractionand M2, is the residual second
moment (that is the seeond moment of the mot~onaliynarrowed spectrum). For fast
motion, the correlation times are related to AMz by AM2. 7:
the slow motion are related by AM2

< 1, while those

for

.<> 1.

The quadrupoiar relaxatton is charactenzed by the effective transverse relaxation
time, T*, the inverse of the transverse relaxation rate averaged wer all deuterons in a
even sample. For fast motion, which contributes to motional narmwing,the general
theory of motional averaging gives 167,681

AM,.^.

(2.35)

T,

while for slow motion, which does not contribute to motional narrowing, T?, is given
by

T*=P.T,

(2.36)

where p 2 1 .
For fast motions T* or

7
;
'

wh~lefor slow motions T2. a r.. Therefore,

I"

the

intermediate motion situation, AMz. r: a 1, and T2. must go through a minimum.

Pauls et al. 1671 propose, for the region of intermediate

T,,

an expression of the form

1 =AM2 - i ~
-

Ts.

1+PAM,

.

TG

(2.37)

Figure 2.5: Quadrupolar echoes a s s function of pulse spacing
which is reduced to expression (2.35) for short
minimum

7
.

(7)

and (2 36) for long

7
.
.

At the

.

2

T,(rn,")
and
7=C *.
(2 381
AM%
In the liquid-crystalline phase, amay from the main transition, slow motions such

an bilayer surface undulation, lateral diffusion and eolleet~velipld motions are signzfieant contributors to relaxation. These motions are sensitive to the association of
protein with bilayem [60].As discugsed above, for these motions T2. is proportional
to their correlation time. The chain fluctuations and molecular rotations are fast
and their contribution to T?. u inversely proportional to their correlation time. As
temperature decreases the correlation times of chain fluctuations, molecular rotation

and tmns-gaucheisometization motions increases so Tr decreases. At the phase transition correlation times for these three motions are of the order of 10W6s to 10-Ss [70]
Bilayer undulation, lateral diffus~onand collective mode motions freeze out on the
time scale of the quadrupole echo aequence and they do not affect

Tas.
Just below

the main phase transition, the correlation times of the remaining motions become
comparable t o the pulse separation so Tzearsumes a minimum. Wrther increase in
the correlation times results in an increase in T2.in the gel phase. In the gel phsse
the intwmolecular motions liiely freae out on the experimental time s d e and fast
intra-molecular motions are expected to contribute mainly t o the decay resulting m
the observed Tu maximum.

In chapter 4 results illustrate that the addition of the surfanant protein SP-A to
a lipid bilsyer induces changes in the correlation ttmes of the motions of the bilsyer
which can be detected by

transvem relaxation time

(T2.)measurements. This

provides us with some information concerning the interartion of the protein wdh the
bilayer.

Chapter 3
Experimental Setup and Details
3.1

'H-NMR Experimental Setup

All experiments m thls work were performed on locally cohatrueted solid state 2HNMR spectrometers, and

using

superconducting magnets with field strengths of 3.5

Tesla (Nalorae Cryogenic, Martinez, CA) and 9.4 Tesla (Magnex Selentifie, Concord,
CA). A bloek diagram of the 9.4 T NMR spectrometer is shown in figure 3.1.
The PTS-160 synthesizer (Programmed Test Sources Inc , Littleton, MA) provides
signals with frequencies of 71.4 MHz and 10 MHz. The 10 MHz signal is fed into a
phase splitter. Another 10 MHz signal is edited into pulses with phases of OD, 90",

180' and 27P in the pulse generator and then sent t o mixers contained in the single
side-band generator. The output and the duration (f) of these p&s

are controlled

hy a home built pulse programmer. The 71.4 MHz signal is sent to bath the single
sidaband generatar and the receiver. Upon reaching the single side-band generator,
the 71.4 MHz signal is mixed with the 10 MHz signal to generate pulses a t the ?H
m n a n e e frequency of 61.4 MHz These pulses are then sent,

via

a p u l e amplifier

to a home built transmitter. The 1000 W LPI-10 amplifier (ENI, Rochchester, NY)
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of 9.4 T NMR spectrometer.

transmits pulses a t the resonance frequency with an amplitude of about 300 V into
the probe (rf coil). The pulse amplifier that was used in the 3.5 T NMR spectrometer
was a Henry SS12OOHF amplifier (Henry, Los Angeles, CA).

The response of the spin system to a pair of high power pulses induces a weak
voltage signal in the coil. This weak signal is amplified in the preamphfier and then fed
into the receiver system. The receiver system contains a mixer, a 10 MHz amplifier,

and a quadrature detector. The mixer mixes the 71.4 MHz signal from the frequency
wthesizer with the 61.4 MHz carries wave modulated by the FID signal from the
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preamplifier and generates a 10 MHz carrier wave modulated by the FID signal. This
is sent t o the quadratwe detector, which detects both the real and the imaginary
parts of the FID signal separately by comparing the FID signal with the reference
signal coming fmm the frequency synthesizer. The FID sign& are then digitized by
a digital asciiloseope with a desired sampllng time.

3.2

Experimental Details

'H NMR SpRtra were acquired using the quadmpole echo sequence described in
seetion 2.3 with ~ / pulse
2
lengths rangingfmm 4.5 - 5.5 ps. Upon instruction by the
computer, the rf transmitter pmduces the short n/2 pulses which are channeled t o
the probe tank circuit. The pmbe resonantly excites the nuclei Once the transmitter
pulse hm bbee removed the nuclear signal a free t o pass to a low noise preampl~fier
and high gain receiver. The voltqe generated by the receiver is then digitized and
sent to the computer t o be stored as the time domain signal. Quadrature detection
and phase cycling were used to mln~mizeerrors due to instrumental imperfeet~ons
1711 Spectra acquired on the 9.4 T NMR system were obtained by aversang 20,000

transients (48,000 on the 3 5 T NMR system). In both cases, FID was obtained wlth
phase cycling using arepetitinn time of 0.5 s. For samples eontainingchaindeuterated
lipids, fmm which first spectral moments were taken, tho n/2 pulses of the quadmpole
echo sequence were typically separated by 35 ps and the FID decay uss over sampled

by a factor of four t o piM effective dwell times of 4 p for both I~quld-uystdlineand
gel phase samples (721. Spectra of cholincdeuterated lipids were obtained with a12
puke separation of 50 p and on effective dwell times, after w e r sampling, of 5 p For
transverse relaxation t,me memwementt, pulse separations were t r i e d from 35 p t o
3W ps A Visual Basic program was employed to analyze the 'H-NMR experiments
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that were performed an the 9.4 T NMR system and a %bo C program was used br
thcse performed on the 3.5 T NMR &em.

Data were collected on a Celemn 433

MHz P C (for the 9.4 T NMR system) and on a 386 P C (for the 3.5 T NMR system)
A temperature controller was used t o maintain constant temperature amund the
sample using thermocouples plaeed in the bore of the magnet. The sample tube
and probe coil were enclosed wlthln a copper own, the temperature of which was
maintained by the microprocessor-based temperature contmller. Experiments were
carried out for a series d temperatures beginning at 55 *C and descending m s t e p
of 2 OC (1 "C near the phase transition). Cold nitrogen gas from evaporation of
liquid nitrogen was blown over the sample where cooling bela. mom temperature
was desired. Samples were all&

to r e d thermal equilibrium, before startlng eaeh

experiment, by waiting for a t least 60 minutes after eaeh cool~ngstep.

3.3

Sample Preparation

All the samples used in this work were prepared in Dr. K. M. W. Keough's laboratory (Blochemistry, Memorial University) by J. Stewart according t o the following
protocol.
Chain-pcrdeuterated dipalmitoylphosphotidylcholine (DPPC-da2.DPPC-drx)and
choiin~labledD P P C 4 , along with egg-PG lwre purchased from Avanti Polar Lip~ds
(Alabaster, AL). The phospholipidswere analyzed for purity by thin-layer chromatography and were used without further purileathn.
Pulmonary surfactant pmteins SP-A and SP-B were obtained from porcine lung
lavage as previously described [31,32]. SP-A was isolated by injecting a suspension of
porcine surfaetant into stirred I-butanol for 30 minutes [32]. The m i x t u m were then
centrifuged a t IOOOOg for 20 minutes The prslprtste was dried under mtrogen and
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washed twice in 20 ml of buffer (10 MHz HEPESJ100 mM NaCi/20 mM n-octyl-B-Dgluopyranoside/PH 7 4 ) After centrifugation a t 100WOg, following each wash, for
30 minutes, the resulting material was suspended in small volume of 5 mM HEPES
(PH 7.4), and dialyzed against 5 mM HEPES (PH 7.4) for 48 hours. The dialyzed
material was then centrifuged a t l0WWg for 30 minutes and the supcrn&tant, which
contained the purified SP-A, was stored in small allquots a t -2O0C. SP-B was obtained
from lipid extracts of porcine surfadant 131) This was performed by gel exclusion
chmmatagraphy on Sephaden LH-60 in 1:l

("1") ehloroform/mahanol containing 2%

by volume 0.1 M HCI.
Shmples for NMR observation were prepared as follows. To prepare sample containing Lipids, SP-A, SP-B, the lipids and SP-B were first mixed in 1:1 ("1") chiomform/methanol. Thls mixture was dried under a stream of nitrogen, euacuated
overnight, and then hydrated in 10 ml of buffer (10 mM TRIS/145 mM NaCI/1 mM
EDTA/ pH 7.4) a t 46 'C for 1 hour. The sample wss then centrifuged at 50000g
for 30 minutes. The resulting pellet was remapended in 1 ml of the supernatant,
and the lipid concentration determined. SF-A, in buffer, was then added t o give a
final concentration in terms of total solid of 16% SP-A, 11% SP-B, and 73% lipids.
After a short incubation at 37 OC, calcium was added to give a final concentration
of 5 mM. Following overnight incubation a t 37 'C, 500 #I was removed for eieetmn
microscopy. The remaining sample was centrifuged briefly in a bench-top centrifuge
t o obtain a pellet which was then snaped into an 8-

NMR tube. For samples

containing only Lipids and SP-A, the a b m pmeedure was followed to obtain samples
with final concentration of 16% SP-A, and 84% iipids.
Samples for electron microscopy were h e d overnight a t room temeprature in an
equal volume of sodium eacodyiate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 1% OsOl by welght
This fixatwe was r e p l a d with 2% aqueous uranyi acetate and left overnight a t 4%
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Samples were then dehydrated in ineressing concentrations of acetone, from 70%
100%in 10%steps, and embedded in TAAB 812 resin. Sections m e made and then
stained wlth 5%uranyl aeetate in 50%ethanol followd by 3.5% lead citrate in water.
Sections werr viewed usmg a Zeiss 1W electron miemscope. This was done in Dr. K.
M. W. Kmugh's laboratory (Biochemistry, Memorid Untuemity) by J. Stewart.

Chapter 4
Results and Discussion I: SP-A
Effect on DPPC Acyl Chain
4.1 Introduction
SP-A is one of the essential components that play a major role in the conversion
of the lamellar bodies into a surface active monolayer that lines the alveolar airwater interface. Tubular myelin is thought to act as a reservoir or p m u n o r for
the surface monolayer [1,26,28]The generatton of tubular myelin m vtho has been
,
DPPC, PG and calcium 1291. A recent
found to require the presence of S P ~ ASP-B,
study has s h m that the DPPCds2/egg-PG mixtures containing SP-A and SP-B
display a shift of intensity toward the center of their ZH-NMRspectra 1311. This was
attributed t o an increase in the isotrop~echaracter of lipid motions resulting from the
presence of proteins in the mixtures. In the work d-ribed

in this chapter, effects of

the hydrophilic SP-A protein on the DPPC/egg-PG bilayers are investigated. This is
done by probing the effect of SP-A on the chain order, phase behaviaur, and dynamics
of chain-perdeuterated lipid m DPPC/egg-PG bilayers using *H-NMR.
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Electron Microscopy Results

Figure 4.1 shows eleetmn micrographs of some structum resultimg fmm preparation
pmtoeols used t o obtarn the samples investigated by %NMR spectroscopy. Eledmn
micrographs wem pmvided by J. Stewart (Dr. Keough's laboratory, Biochemistry,
Memorial University). Figure 4.1A shows a lipid-protein mixture comprising, by
weight, 73% phaspholip~d(DPPCde/egg-PG (7:3)), 16% SP-A and 11% SP-B hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM Ca2+ before being fued. This seetion displays
regions of multilameilar organization with Layers uniformly separated by about 30 nm
and square lattice regions, with edges of 30-35 nm, typical of tubular myelin organization. These modes of organization are simliar t o those reported by Williams et al. 1301
f o comparable
~
mixtures of lipid and protein. Figure 4.1B h an electron miemgaph
of a section from a lipid-protein mixture comprising, by weight, 66% DPPC, 24%
SP-A, and 10% SP-B hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM Cs?+. This mixture iseks
the unsaturated phosphstidylglycerol component that appears t o be necessary for
tubular myelin organization. Figure 4.1B shows regions of multilamellarorgan~z&tion
with layers uniformly separated by about 2530 nm. This separation w comparable t o
the dimensions of the SP-A head region, which moeiates with the membrane surface
[22], and Likely reflects the accommodation of a t least part of the SP-A octadeeamer
between layers 1301. The absence of any evidence of tubular myelin organization,
however, is canslstent with reports that unsaturated PG is a neewary prerequisite
for tubular myelin organization [29.30]. Figure 4.1C is an electron micrograph of
DPPC-dm/egg-PG (7:3) hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM Ca2+. The micrograph
shows vesicles of widely varying size with little widence of multiiameliar organize..
tion. Williams et ol 1301 obtained similar electron micrographs fmm protein-free
lipid mixtures. Figure 4.1D s h m an eleetmn miemgraph obtmned from a lipid pro-
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Figure 4.1: Electron micrographs of (A) 51% DPPCQ*, 22%egg-PG, 16% SP-A and
11% SP-B, (B) 66% DPPC-d6~,24% SP-A and 10% SP-B, (C) D P P C

da2/egg-PG (73)and (D) DPPC-da2/egg-PG (7:3) with 16% SP-B. All
samples were hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM Ca2+. Bars represent
500 nm.

tein mixture comprising DPPC-d,,/egg-PG (73) with 16% SP-B hydrated in buffer
containing 5 m M Ca2+ The dominant mode of organization is vesicular. There is
no evidence of the 20-30 nm layer spacing characteristic of samples containing SP-A

but there may be some multilamellar organlzatton with layer separation below the
resolution of the micrograph.

4.3

'H-NMR Results

Solid-state %H-NMRis one of several techniques that provide insight into the m y
the surfactant proteins interact with phospholipid bilayers. The effect of SP-A on
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the physical properties of DPPC/egg-PG biiayers was studied by otserving W N M R
spectra and quadrupde echo decay rate4 as pmented helm.

4.3.1

'H-NMR Spectra and First Spectral Moment

A 'H-NMH spectrum of fully-hydrated char-perdeuterated phmphoiipids is a superposition of adally averaged powder patterns arising from the different deuterons for
the various C 2 H segments along the scyl chains. For Buid bilayers the molecular
motions are axially symmetric with respeet to the bdayer. The qudrapoie splitting
of each powder pattern a given by equation 2.18:

auQ= a

p W 2 ~ q-s C D ,

4h

where
~ ~ ~ = ~ < ( 3 e o s ~ ~ - 1 ) > .

describes the orientation of the C 2 H bond wlth respect to the biiayer

The angle

normal and B' is the angle between the biiayer normal and the static magnetic field
as illustrated in figure 2.2. The deuteron order parameter Scoreports on the average

m r the aeeessihie chain conformations of the phospholipid molecule and the m p l i tude of the motions of the correspondtng C-2H bond. The mean orientationai order
parameter

< SCD > is averaged over all deuteron

sites m the sample being studied

and thus provldes timeaveraged structural information about the bilayer.

For a chain-pwdeutwated lipid, the weighted mean splitting, or first spectral
moment, M,,

IS

d l m t l y related to c Sm > through

M,

=

z*
.h

h

< SCD >

M, increases discontinuously a t the liquid crystal t o gel transition of a single component phospholipid biiayer and can thus be used tocharacterize bilayer phare behaviour
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as well as the perturbation of chain order by protein in the gel or liquid crystalline
phase.

To study effects due to the presence of SP-A in DPPCfegg-PC biiayers, *H-NMR
spectra were collected a t selected temperaturn. Figure 4.2 shows 'H-NMR spectra
for DPPC-&%/egg-PG (73) and DPPCds2/egg-PC (7:3) containing 16% (w/w) SP-

A both hydrated in buffer contahiihg 5 mM Cast. F i r e 4.3 shows 'H-NMR spectra
a t selected temperatures for DPPCd./egg-PG

(7:3) containing 16% (w/w) SP-A

and 11% (w/w) SP-B hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM Cs2+. In each figure
the spectra illustrate that the bilsyem go from the liquid crystalline phase, s t the
highest temperatures, to the gel phase a t the lowest temperatures. In the abence

of SP-A, in the liquid crystalline phase, spectra are superpositions of sharp doublets
arising fmm fast mially symmetric reorientation of C 2 H bands with respect to the
bilayer nonnai In the gel phase, the spectra are wider and have a more continuous
intensity distribution which is indicative of hindered rotation. I t is apparent that
in the presence of SP-A the intensity of different spiittings is Seeted. Thii may be
related to the change in deuteron transverse relaation time (TL). Tza may not be
uniform across the spectrum. For spectra ofboth samplesin figure 4.2 the change from
liquid crystalline t o gel phase proceeds mntinuously. It has been reported previously
that, for pure DPPC, a sharp transition from hqu~dcrystalline to gel phase occurs
s t 37% [lo, 311. The addition of egg-PC to the DPPC bilayer makes the tramition
proceed continuously (figure 4.2(left)). lbking this into =count, the spectra s u w t
that the effect of PG on DPPC bilayem was not removed by SP-A and hence, there
is no sper~ficinteraction for SP-A protein with either lipid component of the the
mihtw.
The results illustrated in figure 4.3 show that the addition of 11% (w/w) SPB to DPPW,/egg-PG bilayers containing 16% (w/w) SP-A makes the transition
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Figure 4.2: Temperaturedependence of the ?H-NMR spectrum of DPPC-&>/egg-PG
(7.3) bilayer (left) and a bilayer with 16% (w/w) SP-A (right). Both
samples were hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM CaZi
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Figure 4 3 Temperature dependence of the2H-NMR spectrum of DPPC-dm/egg-PG
(73) hilayer with 16% (w/w) SP-A and 11% (w/w) SP-B hydrated in

buffer containing 5 mM Ca2'.
relatively sharp. An earlier 'H-NMR study [lo] has shown that D P P C d m hilayea
containing 11% (w/w) SP-B display a relatively continuous change ofspectral h a r e
ter from the liquid crystal to the gel phase Comparing this unth our results (Figures
4 2 and 4.3) suggests that SP-A and SP-B proteins work together to induce the sharp
transition observed in figure 4 3. A posible enplanation is that SP-A and SP-B interact in a specific way t o -we

the effect of P C on the DPPC hilayem. Because of

the complexity of this sample in having two pmtein components, another explanation
is w s i b i e . SP-B may have a preferential interaction with P G such that the effect of
PG on DPFC bilayers has been removed without m y contribution fmm SP-A.
As mentioned above, the 'H k t spectral moment (MI) gives the mean quadrupole

splitting or the mean orientational order parameter. MI was measured t o study the
effect of SP-A on the mean orientatlonal order of aeyl bans of deuterated lipid in
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Figure 4.4: Temperature dependence of %H-NMRfirst speetral moments for D P P G
ds2/egg-PG (7:3) bilayer with (open cirele) no protien, (diamond) 16%
SP-A and 11% SP-B, and (solid circle) 16% SP-A.

DPPC/egg-PG biiayers. Figure 4.4 shows first spectral moments,

MI,derived fmm

the 'H-NMR spectra shown in figures 4 2 aod 4.3, ar functions of temperaturn. In
the liquid crystalline phsse, far from the transition, the effeet of SP-A and SP-B
proteins on the acyl chain order is neglegihie. SP-A has no effect on the d i o n t i n u i t y
of the transition but it does slightly broaden it. In the gel phase of the lipid mixture
containing only SP-A, MI is slightly lower than for the protein-free lipid mixture.

This suggests that SP-A has a slight disordering e k t on the phmphoiipid biiayers.
When SP-A and SP-B are present in the biiayer, the first spectral moments in the
gel phase inernrue slightly It has been previously reported that the values of MIfor
DPPC-ds2 bilsym in the presence of SP-H are slightly higher than those for the pure
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Figure 4.5. DePaked 2H-NMR spectra for DPPC-6-/egg-PG (a) without SP-A and
(b) with SP-A.
lipid in the liquid cryst&lline phase and slightly lower in the gel phase [lo] Again
this may suggost that SP-A and SP-B interxt in a cooperative manner to remove
the effect of PG on DPPC or that the SP-B has has a preferential interaction with
PG that reduces its effect on the bilayer order in the gel phase.
The powder pattern spectra can be transformed t o yield the spectra that would
be seen for an oriented m p l e using

8

process known as dePaking P3]. The de-

paking algorithm used produces spectra corresponding t o the b~layernormal ortented
a t 90' with respect to the magnetic field. Figure 4.5 shows dePaked spectra for
DPPC-dbl/egg-PG and for the sample containing 16% (wlw) SP-A, both a t 45 'C.

Near the outer edges of the dePaked spectra there is an overlapping of the quadmpoLar splitting8 correspondmg to seven C 2 H segments closest to the DPPC glycerol
backbone. Further away from the glycerol badrbone the acyl chains experience prog a s i w i y more motional freedam, giving rise to w e l l - m l w d pesks. The terminal
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methyl g r o u p experience the greatest degree of motional freedom and thus mrm
spond t o the smallest quadrupolar splittings. The distribution of resolved doublet
splittings is typical af the dependence of orientational order on pasition along the
chain for a range of saturated diaeylphosphatidyleholine 1741. There is no qualitative
difference in the distribution of deutemn arientational order along the c h m . The
broadening of the peaks, in the presence of SP-A, likely reflects the reduction in echo
decay time.

4.3.2

Deuteron Tkansverse Relaxation

Additional information about lipid-protein interactions can be obtained from an exammation of deutemn transverse relaxation time, T,., which can indicate how slow
molecular reorientation is perturbed by the presence of the protein. Figure 4.7 shows
the temperature dependence of T* for DPPCds2/egg-PG bilayen and for the sample
containing 16%(w/w) SP-A. The transverse relaxation times are obtained by m r y ~ n g
the quadrupole echo sequence pulse separation,

and taking the initial slope from a

i
,

semi-logarithmic plot of echo amplitude versus the time a t which each echo is formed.
Figure 4.6 shows, br example, the quadrupole echo amplitude decays as a hrnetlon of
pulse spacing, Zr, for DPPC&/egg-PG

(left) and for tho sample with 16 %(w/w)

SP-A a t selected temperatures For both samples in figure 4.6, the echo amplitude
decay is approximately exponential. Over the temperature range investigated, each
of the samples represented in figure 4.7 goes from the hquld crystslline phase, a t the
highest temperatures, t o the gel phase a t the lowest temperatures. Figure 4.7 shows
that, in the liquid crystalline phase, Tzl is approximately constant as the temperature is decrewd. As temperature is decreased further, T2. decreases and reaches a
minimum a t 29 O C . In the gel p h w , as the temperature is decreased, T?.increases
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Figure 4 €v Quadrupoie echo deacy for DPPC-ds?/egg-PG

b
i
l

ple containing 16% (wlw) SP-A (right).
and parres through a maximum. This temperature pmfiie of T2.may, in general, be
explained as follows.
Both fast motions (such an chain fluctuation, molecular rotabn, and trnna-gauche
isomerization ) and slow motions (such a bilayer surface undulation, lateral diffusion
and collective bilayer motion) exkt in the liquid crystalline phase

Depending on

the order of magnitude of their correlation time, these motions contribute t o transverse relanation rate according to the Equations (2.35) or (2.36) of Chapter 2 The

contribution of fast motions t o the echo decay rate is proportional t o the their eorrelation time and thus the relaxation rate (time) increases (dea-s)

with incressing

correlation time

In the liquid crystalline phase, as the sample is w o l d and the main phase transdmn is approached, the Increase in wrrelation times for both fast and slow motions
results in oppmite effeets on echo deeay rate

illustrated in figure 4.8. As a re.

suit, the wntributions from both fast and slow motions tend t o cancel the effect of
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Figure 4.7: Temperature dependence of T2.for D P P C b I e g g - P G bilayer (open) and
the sample eontarning 16% (wlw) SP-A both hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM Caw.

eaeh other such that T* remains mughly Constant with demeaning temperature in
the liquid crystalline phase. At the transition or just belaw it, the correlation time of
motions that were fast m liquid crystalline phase become long enough to fall into the
slow motions region and their contributions t o the tramverse relaxation rate became
~nverselyproportional to the correlation tune. The relaxation rate then deereases
with inereming c o r d a t ~ o ntime so that the echo decay time increases with decresg
rng temperature. This results in a minimum nn average transverse relaxation time
near the main transition. Motions which were slow in the liquid crystalline phase,

get even slaver as the main transition is approached and freeze out in the gel phase.
As the correlation tlmes of the motions increase in the gel phase, the transverse re-
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Figure 4.8: Temperature dependence of T%. Slow and f s ~ motiom
t
contribute differently t o the relaxation.
lanation rate (time) decreases (increases), reach- a mintmum (maximum) and then
increase4 (den-)

This maximnm in the gel phwe echo decay time suggests the

presence of additional fsst motions contributing to the relaxation as shown in figure
4.8. Further denease in temperature leads t o an Increase in correlation times for the

remaining motions in the gel phase and thus the transvene relaxation time decreases.

Figure 4.7 also s h o w that the addition of SP-A to DPPCdm/egg-PG hilayers
substantialiy decreases the transverse relaxation time in the liquid erystali~nephase
but that the d e c t is much smaller in the gel phase. The decrease in T2.in the liquid
crystalline p h m indicates that eithw the correlation times of fast motlens become
longer or the conelation times of slaw motions become shorter due to the presence
of SP-A. The former is unlikely because spectral shape or quadrupole splitting rrmained unchanged in tho liquid crystalline phase. As diseumed in chapter 2, fast
mations cause motional narrowing of the spectrum. If there were significant changes
in motional narrmvlng in the epresenee of SP-A, the first spectral moment, which

IS

prapartiooal to the quadrupole gplitting, would likely have been afkted. Since t h k
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is not observed, as can be seen fmm f
i
p
g
u
r
e4.4 and the dePaked speetra fmm figure
4.5, SP-A presumably affects mainly slower motions in the liquid crystalline phase.

As mentioned ahwe, SP-A appean to ham a very small effect on T2. in the gel
phase. This is consistent wlth the relatively small change in M, in the gel phase. In
the presence of SP-A,

MIfor DPPGds2/egg-PG is o h e d to be 1-

than for the

pmtein-free mixture. This may be a result of changes in the additional fast motions
that appeared in the gel phase. I t is interesting to mention here that hydmphobic proteins SP-B and SP-C have much greater effccts, in the gel phase, on T2#
for
phospholipid bilayem [51,53,54]

Chapter 5
Results and Discussion 11: SP-A
Effect on DPPC Headgroup
5.1

Introduction

Chapter 4 discussed the effects of pulmonary surfactant protein SP-A on the hydrn
carbon region d DPPC in DPPC/egg-PG bilayers, with and without SP-B, in the
prmnee of Ca2+. The focus of this chapter is on the effeet of SP-A on the headgroup
region of DPPC in a bilayer consisting of DPPGd*/egg-PG in presence of Ca2+. 2H-

NMR of headgroup deuterated phosphat~dylchol~ne(PC) has proved to be useful for
studying the influence of external perturbatxo~l~,
such as eleetrie charges, hydrostatic
pressure, and the addition of surfaetant proteins, on the headgroup orientation.
The choline headgroup is approximately parallel t o the bilayer surface for pure
DPPC bdayers under physiological conditions 1561. The interactton between the phos
phatidylcholine P

-

Ni dipole and external perturbing surface charge

causes the

headgroup t o tilt toward or away fmm the bilayer surface depending on the sign of
the net surfsee charge [55,56,75,76]. The headgroup tilts toward or sway from the
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Figure 5 1. The phosphatidylchollne headgroup showing the a and

4 deuterons D

denotes a deuteron.

btiayer surfeze as its paeitive quaternary nitmgen m either attracted t o or repelled by
apposite or like mrfaee charge respectively. Thm effect, which is termed 'holecular
voltmeter" has been observed through the quadrupole splittings of deutemns on the
o and 4 carbon of the headgroup. The a and 4 refer to the choline methylene groups

nearest and next nearest, respectively, t o the phosphate group as shown in figure 5.1

A headgroup tilt toward the bilayer surface plane causes the a quadrupole splitting
to increase and the

B quadrupole splitting to decrease, while the tilt away from the

bilayer surface plane results in opposite effect on the splittimgs. The counterdire
tional change of the a and

6 quadmpoie splittings is evidence that

the response of

the headgroup t o changes in net surface charge involws in a conformational change
rather than ordering or disordering [55,56,75,76]. Tipping of the phosphatidylcholine
headgroup in reaponse to external perturbations provides

a

useful probe of changes

m conditions near the biiayer surface.
The effects of the hydrophobic surfactant proteins SP-B and SP-C wex previously
mwtighted in our Laboratory [12,78]. I t was demonstrated that the lnteractlon of
SP-C with the DPPC headgroup is primsrxly electrostatic in nature. SP-C has three
positively charged side chains. The response of headgroup conformation t o SP-C
concentration was consistent with

interaction behveen the lipid headgroup drpole
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and the net positive charge associated with the pmtein [12]. Despite the fact that
SP-B pmtein has 9 positively charged and two negatively charged side chains, its
interaction with the DPPC headgroup was not expected [78]. Instead of observing
an increase in the

B

qusdrupole splittmgs, sddition of SP-B M DPPC leads t o a

slight decrease in the splittings. I t has been suggested that the protein decreases the
orientational order slightly which would reduce both a and

4 quadrupole

splittings.

In this chapter, the interaction of SP-A with DPPC deuterated a t the a and

4

p o s ~ t ~ oof
n sthe choline headgroup (DPPCdl) in DPPC/egg-PG bllayen is dlseussed.

5.2

Interaction of SP-A with DPPC Headgroup

Figure 5.2 shows %NMR spectra for DPPCda/egg-PG ( 7 3 ) with and without
16%(w/w) SP-A, both hydrated in buffer containing 5 mM Cazt, a t selected temperatures. At higher temperatures the spectra are superpositions of Pake doublets which

are characterstie of f a t axially symmetric reorientation of the headgroup in the liquid
crystalline phase The broader spectrum seen at l o r temperatures is characteristic
of the slower reorientation in the gel phase. The outer and inner doublets arise from
paim of deuterons on tho o and 4 carbons of the cholie group, respectively.
The variationof the a a n d p q u a d r u p 0 1 e s p l i t t ~ ind

figure 5.3. The splittings have been measured between maximain the dePaked spectra
(not shown) corresponding t o those shown in figure 5.2. The a quadrupole splittings

are unaffected, while the B quadrupole splittingsdecrease with increasing temperature
for bath mixtures. In earlier studies of DPPGdr and DMPGdl [77,78], eholme
quadrupole splitting was also o k r d to deerease with in"-ing

4

temperature, while

the a quadrupole splitting was unaffected. This difference in the response of a and

4 quadrupole splittings to temperature is due to

a mmb~nedeffect of temperature
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Figure 5.2: Temperature dependence of the %NMR spectrum of DPPCd4/egg-PG
(7.3) bilsyer (I@)

and a bilayer having 16% (w/w) SP-A (tight) both

hydrated in buffer containing 5 m M Ca2+ .
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Figure 5 3: Temperature dependence of headgmup deutemn quadrupole splittings for
the sample with SP-A (solid symholr) and without SP-A (open symbols)

for the a (swluores) and

fi (circled headgroup

deuterons.

induced changes in orientationd order and area per lipid on h e a d p u p orientation.

An increase in temperature may result in an increase in area per Lipid and a decrease
1"

orienthtionsi order. A tilt of the headgroup toward the bilayer surfwe due t o an

increase in area per lipid would iner-

the a quadrupole splittings and d e c r e m the

P qusdrupole splittmgs, while a deerease in orientation81 order would reduce both
splittings. For a deuterons, these

m

combined effects cancel each other and the

observed splittinga are unaffected, while these effects are additive for 0 quadrupole
splittings.
Figure 5.3 also shows the effect of SP-A on the DPPC headgroup. It is apparent that SP-A protan reduce. the size of the

5 quadrupole

splittings while the a
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quadrupole splittine remain unchanged. A decrease in the

6 quadrupole sphttings

is indicative of the headgroup tilting toward the bilayer surfaee. H m r , another
effect omurn a t the

Bame time

cancelling out the inerease in a quadrupale splittings

which vould expected for this change in orientation.

The appl~cstionof hydrostatic pressure has been reported to tilt the DMPC headgmup away from the bilayer surface [n].
Application of hydmstatlc prffsure increases
bilayer t h i h e s n while reducing area per lipid [77,79]. On the basis of a eompari-

son wdh the effect of the hydrostatic pressure on headgmup orientation, i t seems
that addition of SP-A protein into DPPCdn/egg-PG bilayer inmanes area per lipid.
This would be expected t o decrease the

6 quadrupole

splittine and increase the

ol

quadrupole splittings. However, the absence of a change in u quadrupole splitting8
suggests that SP-A also deerelues headgroup orientational order. The decrease in
orientational order would reduce both splittings. Competition between these two effects could reduce the response of the o quadrupole splitting8 to the presence of SP-A
protern. For 0 quadrupole splittings, the t w effects rvould be additive.
SP-A induced tilting of the DPPC headgroup, in DPPCdr/egg-PG hilayera, t o
ward the bilayer surface vr consistent e t h the effect of SP-A on bilsyer paeking in

the gel phase of DPPC-&*/egg-PG bilsyem. The negligible effect of SP-A on hilayer paekmg in the liquid crystalline phase may not be inconsistent with the small
headgmup tilt implied by the decrease in B quadrupole splitting. The highly mobile
interfsee region can apparently accommodate the slight change in headgroup area,
perhaps by displacing water, without &acting dun packing. In the gel phase, the
area available for the headgroup is smaller and aeeommodstion of the increased area
seems to interfere with chain pwking. The results described here and in the previous

chapter may suggest that SP-A primarily mtersets with the DPPCJegg-PG bilayer
surfsee.

Chapter 6
Summary and Concluding

Remarks
Interaction of the hydrophilie pmtein A (SP-A) with the DPPCjegg-PG hilayer was
studied by using %NMR

spectrascow in two ways. Fmst we looked at how SP-

A, with or without SP-B, in the preenee of CsZi affects the orientational order,
phase behaulour, and dynamics of the acyl chbins of DPPC m a biiayer comprised
of DPPCjegg-PG (73) Secondly, we looked a t hew this protein interacts with the
DPPC headgmup in the hidayem.
When incorporated into DPPC-dsl/egg-PG bilayers, SP-A was found

to have no

effect on the hilayer's phase tramition. DPPGd6r/egg-PG bilayem with or without

SP-A were found t o exhibit a continuous liquid crystal-to-gel phase change. Pure
DPPCds2 hilayers display a sharp transition form liquid crystal-tegel phsse at 3PC.
Addition of egg-PG to DPPC resulted in the transition proceeding continuously This
indicates that SP-A does not have a preferential interaction with one or the other lipid
components of the DPPCdr/egg-PG

bilayers. However, SP-A was found to interfere

in the
with lipid packing in the gel phase. This was refleeted by lower values of MI,
57
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gel phase, compared to those for the protein-free biiayer.
When SP-A was p m t together with the hydmphob~cprotein SP-B in D P P C
da~/egg-PG bilayers, a relat~velysharp transition was oberved. Taken together with
the observations mentioned a b m , this suggeats that both proteins interact in a eooperatwe manner such that the effmt of egg-PG is removed Previous results born

our laboratory showed that the presence of SP-B in DPPCds2 biiayer results in the
transition proceeding continuously. Thus, another possibility is that SP-B has a preferential interaction with the egg-PG that reduces its effect on the bilayer M Ivalues
for DPPC-ds2/egg-PG (7:3)/16 %(w/w) SP-A 110 %(w/w) SP-B were observed t o be
slightly higher than those for the protein-free mixture which indicated that the biiayer
b ~ a m more
e
ordered than protein-6ee bdayers. Again t h b suggests that SP-A and
SP-B work together to pack the DPPCd6,/egg-PG bilayers.
The temperature dependence of T
. illustrated that the presence of SP-A in the
biiayer had an effect on bilayer slow motions in the liquid c~ysteliinephase. This was
revealed by the observation that Tz. for DPPC-da~legg-PG/SP-A is much lower than
for the mixture without SP-A Surprisingly, SP-A wan found to have little effect on
echo decay in the gel phase.
The effect of SP-A on DPPC headgroup orientation wm studied by collecting

'H-NMR spectrum for DPPGd4/egg-PG (73) with and without SP-A s t selected
temperatures. R o m their dePaked spectra, we then measured the DPPC headgroup
choiine a and B deuteron quadrupole spllttine. The p r m c e of SP-A protein resulted
in a reduction of the P deuteron quadrupale splittine and the a quadrupole splittlngs
remained unchanged. This was taken as an lndicationof the presence of counter acting
effects which tend to iduenee the a and P quadrupole splitting in such a way that
the changes in o quadrupole splittings were cancelled out and those in B quadrupale
splittine were remforeed. This was found to be conststent with the increase in area
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per lipid and the decrease in the headgroup orientdional order.
The etfect of SP-A on DPPCd4/egg-PG bilayer, implied by the headgroupdeuterons'
quadrupoie splitting, is consistent with that reported on DPPGds2/egg-PG hibyeyer
acyl chains. The temperature dependence of the fizt spectral moment

(M,)
indi-

cated that SP-A protein has a disordering effect on the bilayer in the gel phase.
Headgroup observations also indicated that SP-A has thht effect but this time in the
Itquid crystalline phase.

In comparison with previous %H-NMRstudies of phospholipid-pmtein intermtion
[10,12,31,51,53,54],the hydrophilie protein SP-A, and the hydrophobic proteins SP-

B and SP-C had similar effects in the liquld crystalline phase. E d protein had no
noticeable effect on phospholipid aeyl char" orientationalorder and they were reported
to lower the transverse relexation time on the liquid crystalline phase [lo,51,53,54].
They have some differencesin efeets in the gel phase. While SP-B, in the absence of
Cai',

was found to lover the transverse relaxation time for DPPC/DPPG-a

(70:30)

and have no effect on the chain order in the gel phase 154,781, SP-C was found M
affect both the echo decay and the chain order of DPPC/DPPGe2 (70.30) [53,78].
Results presented in this thesis illustrate that SP-A had a disordering effect on the
phospholipid bilayers in the gel phase but its effect on the echo decay is negeiigible

m comparison with its effect in the liquid crystalline p h m
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